Slot

Robo Santas' Factory
Present avalanche!
Robo Santas' Factory is a 5x4 reel online slot game with 178 different ways to win. The game collects WILD symbols for
each reel. Once there are 4 symbols in one of the reels, that reel becomes a 4-WILD column for the next 3 spins. The
Robo Santas' Factory bonus is a mini game with 3 bonus spins where presents can appear offering prizes or triggering a
special feature while resetting the free spin counter back to 3.
Get ready to delve into the great present race! The Robo Santas' Factory game will make you feel like it's Christmas
already with its mascots, Robo Santas and toy workshop.
Make the most of 5 great 4 symbol reels where all the WILD symbols are collected. If you manage to collect 4 symbols
on a reel, you are guaranteed to have reels full of fixed present WILD symbols for the next three spins!
This slot game really lives up to its full potential when several reels are WILD at the same time, allowing you to win from
several paylines of the 178 different ways to win.
And the icing on the cake is the quick and exciting Robo Santas' Factory bonus. Get as many presents as you can with 3
bonus spins. For each new present you manage to collect, your spin counter will reset to 3.
Among the presents on offer, there are simple prizes, big prizes, a special delivery present, which increases the value of
all your other presents, and a special collection present that is worth the value of all your other prizes. You can win up to
5,000 times your stake!
So don't miss a great chance to celebrate Christmas with the Robo Santas!

Specifications
Characteristics
RTP: 96,17%
Grid Format: 5x3
Winning Lines: 178

Language
EN, CS, DE,
EN_US, ES, FI,
FR, IT, JA, NL,

Devices
Technology

Bet min: 0,1 €
Bet max: 25,0 €
Jackpot: No
Allow Tournament:
Yes
Allow Free Rounds:
Yes

NL_NL, NO, PT,
RO, RU, SR, SV,
TR, ZH, KO
Volatility
Medium

